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Introduction
) In most computing systems, hardware ensures that read and write operations to some basic unit of memory can be considered mutually exclusive. As a result, a read that overlaps with a write is serialized and will appear either to precede that write or to follow it. Operations that make multiple accesses to memory are not serialized by the hardware. Therefore, the programmer must ensure that when such operations overlap, they produce meaningful results.
n--In this paper,,we giveipimplified proofs for some protocols proposed by Lampori-.to coordinate read and write operations that involve multiple accesses to memory. The two key theorems in ,-)-{+--are long and intricate. Here, we prove each in only a few lines. Our facility with proofs and the use of formalism in problem solving has improved significantly in a little over 15 years.'/This is dim; in part, to the influence of Edsger Dijkstra.
Words from Digits
Consider a computing system in which the basic unit of memory is a digit, and a digit can contain one of S2!2 distinct values. Any finite set of values can be encoded using a fixed set of such digits. We call such a set of digits a word. To rad the value stored by a word, read operations are performed on some subset of its digits; to write a value, write operations are performed. Observe that overlapping read and write operations to a word will not be serialized by the hardware. Therefore, without additional constraints on execution, it is possible for a read that overlaps a write to obtain a meaningless value. For example, suppose digits can encode integers from 0 through 9, and a word w constructed from three digits initially encodes the value 099. A read that is concurrent with a write of value 100 might obtain any of the following results: 099, 090, 009, 000, 199, 190, 109, 100. By constraining the order in which digits are read and the order in which digits are written, we can ensure that a read overlapping one or more writes does obtain a meaningful value. Desired are constraints that are both easily implemented and non-intrusive. Execution of neither read nor write operations should be delayed; nor should the constraints require elaborate synchronization primitives.
In the protocols that follow, we consider a word w that is implemented by n + I digits w 0 , w 1 , w,. Think of we as the least-significant (right-most) digit and w. as the most-significant (leftmost) digit of a bm S umber being stored by w. For a digit wi, define f to be the value written to wi by write operaian umber p. 2 Also define 14.(t) to be the number of writes that have been made to digit wi as of time t. Note that for all I and t, ;IL(t):)St(t+l). Combining Lemmas 1 and 2 we conclude:
Read-Left, Write-Right: If (i) the sequence of values written to w is non-decreasing, (ii) digits are written from left to right, and (iii) digits are read from right to left, then the value obtained by any read will be no larger than the largest value written by an overlapping write.
There are two interesting things to note about this protocol. First, exclusive access to digits is the only synchronization required. Second, read operations and write operations do not delay each other.
Reading to the Right, Writing to the Left
By reversing the order in which digits are read and written, we obtain another protocol for concurrent reading and writing. As before, we can bound the value obtained by a read that overlaps writes to w, provided that the values written are non-decreasing. Using Read-Left, Write-Right the value obtained was bounded from above by the largest overlapping write. Having switched the order in which digits are read and written, the value obtained is bounded from below by the smallest overlapping write. Combining Lemmas 3 and 4, we conclude:
Read-Right, Write-Left: If (i) the sequence of values written to w is non-decreasing, (ii) digits are written from right to left, and (iii) digits are read from left to right, then the value obtained by any read will be no smaller than any value written by an overlapping write.
As before, exclusive access to digits is the only synchronization required, and operations are never delayed.
Conclusion
We have reduced a complicated proof for a subtle protocol to 4 simple lemmas, each consisting of 4 or 5 lines. However, the proof of Lemma 1 is disturbingly similar to the proof of Lemma 3, and the proof of Lemma 2 is disturbingly similar to the proof of Lemma 4. Two proofs should suffice. Perhaps in another 15 years we will find them.
